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Scott Kenworthy’s The Heart of Russia: TrinitySergius, Monasticism and Society after 1825 is a remarkable achievement and a welcome addition to the historiography of late imperial Russian Christianity and its
intersections with society and politics.[1] The work is
ambitious in temporal scope, and Kenworthy skillfully
navigates the varying secondary literature and primarysource bases for both the late imperial and early Soviet
periods, drawing on sources as varied as the monastery’s
archive and its publications, Synodal documents, correspondence, Russian newspapers, memoirs, works of literature, and Soviet police files, among others. It is noteworthy that Kenworthy bridges the late imperial-Soviet
divide and that in relating Trinity-Sergius’ story he examines in detail not only the experience of the revolution, but also the experience of World War I, which is
often neglected in Russian historiography. In peering
through the lens of the Holy Trinity-Saint Sergius Lavra–
a monastery that was, and has become again, one of the
most important symbols of Russian national identity–
Kenworthy provides us with a fascinating portrait of Russian society as it, and the Orthodox Church along with
it, changed and adapted to confront the challenges of
modernity. In the process, he successfully demonstrates
“Russian Orthodoxy’s ability to maintain its vitality and
relevance” in modern times (p. 110). It did so for many
ordinary Russians even in the Soviet Union–believers
who, as Kenworthy poignantly relates, continued to seek
out the advice of monastic elders, and who rallied to the
defense of St. Sergius’ relics on more than one occasion.[2]

graph germane to scholarly discussions outside the study
of Russian Orthodoxy. It will be of interest to all those
engaged in examining the significance of religious beliefs, sensibilities, practices, and institutions in modern
history, an interdisciplinary area of study that is flourishing, in part due to critical engagement with the secularization thesis in recent decades by sociologists, historians, political scientists, and philosophers.[3] By focusing
on the national symbolic power of the cult of St. Sergius,
Kenworthy also speaks to a continually vexing question
for the broad modern Russian field–that of the extent to
which national consciousness had penetrated the Russian masses on the eve of the collapse of the old regime.
Kenworthy’s observations on the geographical diversity
of those who made pilgrimages to the monastery suggest the possibility of a more significant emerging national consciousness than many scholars have admitted.
The Heart of Russia will also be a must read for anyone
interested in the revival of Hesychasm and starchestvo
(monastic eldership) in late imperial Russia, so prominently portrayed in Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov (1880). Thus literary scholars will find much of interest in the book.

Kenworthy does an excellent job of accessibly explaining such complex concepts as theosis and Hesychasm for non-specialist readers. The inclusion of a
glossary is also welcome, but non-specialists in Russian
religious history may find themselves wishing it contained more entries. For specialists, Kenworthy brings
a wealth of new data to the table, supplementing, and
occasionally revising and correcting, the conclusions of
The Heart of Russia’s focus on the adaptation of re- previous scholarship on lived religion in late imperial
ligion to modern conditions makes Kenworthy’s mono- Russia.[4] Certainly the book succeeds in demonstrating
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that monasticism, which expanded and democratized in
nineteenth-century Russia, “represents a unique bridge
between the institutional church and the religion of the
common people” (p. 6) and that the monastery was an
institution “in a much closer symbiosis with the faithful”
than the institutional church as a whole (p. 219).

While The Heart of Russia has very few weaknesses,
its discussions of the relationship between religion and
modernity could have been more thoroughly developed
and articulated on a theoretical level. For example, while
Kenworthy is undoubtedly correct in observing that “the
revival of traditional contemplative monasticism” was
“distinctive to Russia,” he could have more systematically probed what was not distinctive to Russia (p. 3).
Kenworthy tentatively suggests that the secularization
thesis may have been overstated for the West, but he
does not bring in much comparative material except for
a few observations on monasticism in Lourdes, France.
In addition, more direct engagement with the sociology
of religion might have helped Kenworthy explain a phenomenon he views as paradoxical, namely that “precisely
as modern notions of self were spreading in turn-of-thecentury Russia, monasticism flourished so intensely” (p.
145). In fact the strictest monasteries experienced greater
growth than the more relaxed monasteries.[5]

Perhaps the greatest success of Kenworthy’s book
is its skillful synthesis of a moving human narrative
with meticulously evaluated social historical data. Kenworthy makes creative use of the data available to him
in his examination of pilgrimages to Trinity-Sergius,
which became a popular custom in late imperial Russia. While the monastery kept no records of the total yearly visitors, Kenworthy is able to plausibly estimate the scale and rate of growth of pilgrimages by
examining the monastery’s economic records, particularly income from candle sales. And while historians’
representations of such data are often dry and unreadable, Kenworthy’s prose is, by and large, anything but.
The Heart of Russia is a pleasure to read, and it is precisely Kenworthy’s biographical focus on his human subjects that makes it so. Most of the chapters are framed
with the remarkable story of Trofim/Toviia (Tsymbal)
(1836-1916), a man who rose from peasant origins to
become first Trinity-Sergius’ archdeacon and ultimately
its prior. Other memorable characters include monastic elders such as Varnava and Aleksii, in addition to
Metropolitan Filaret (Drozdov) (1782-1867) and Archimandrite Antonii (Medvedev) (1792-1877), crucial administrative leaders who played key roles in transforming monasticism and in leading the Russian Orthodox
Church to greater direct engagement with the world, especially through philanthropy.

Nevertheless, Kenworthy’s analysis of the intersections between Russian Orthodoxy and modernity is fascinating. Particularly intriguing are his findings about
faith, science, and modern medicine, including the finding that those who received miraculous healing through
the intercession of St. Sergius were typically expected to
visit doctors and exhaust their secular options first. On
this basis, Kenworthy finds that there was no inherent
conflict between faith and science among late imperial
Russian believers. The monastery’s documentation of
healings provide a particularly rich collection of sources.
Kenworthy finds these sources especially important since
they provide the voices of those who experienced miracles themselves, people whose voices would often otherwise be lost to the historical record.

Kenworthy’s narration makes clear that he is very
sympathetic to his subjects of study. For the most part,
Kenworthy’s sympathy does not hinder him from providing a very evenhanded analysis of his subjects. He
does not paper over conflicts and power struggles in his
attempt to get at the day-to-day experience of Russian
monasticism. Furthermore, his comparison of unflattering journalistic portrayals of monasticism to TrinitySergius’s own archival sources justly debunks stereotypes of monastic “parasitism” and ignorance that were
widespread in the late imperial Russian press and in Soviet scholarship. On rare occasions throughout the book,
however, Kenworthy is so close to his sources that the
necessary level of critical distance between himself as
historian and his subjects of analysis is collapsed, making
it difficult for the reader to sort Kenworthy’s scholarly
voice from the voices of the figures in his study.

Scott Kenworthy’s The Heart of Russia is a truly impressive book. Epic in scale and meticulous in its use
of a wide and rich primary-source base, the book bears
on many important questions in modern Russian history
and modern history in general. It manages to do so in the
form of a beautifully crafted narrative. The complex emotional state evoked in the reader on finishing the book
is reminiscent of that experienced when one finishes Dr.
Zhivago (1957) for the first time, which, although a work
of fiction, similarly interweaves compelling human stories with momentous historical events and trends that
take place over decades. Few writers are capable of sustaining so compelling a narrative over a book of such
scope. That Kenworthy has done so makes it likely that
he will become known as one of the few historians of
Russia–Martin Malia comes to mind–valued not only for
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their scholarly skill and insights, but also for their beautiful narratives. Like Malia’s study of Herzen, Kenworthy’s
study of Trinity-Sergius deserves to become a cherished
classic in the field. At the very least, it should shape the
study of Russian Christianity–and hopefully contribute
to the study of modern Christianity more broadly–for
many decades to come.
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